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fife 2?, Figure 3. 

Delete LB/IN    in the phrase "Modulus of Rupture • IMJUT** 

Substitute LBF/lN2. 

Page 291  Figure 4 

Delete LB/IN   in the phrase '•Tansilt Strength •» LB/DT
M
. 

Substitute LBF/lN2. 

Page 30. Figure 5 

Delete LB/IN   in the phrase "Impact strength in LB/I^
M
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2 
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Page 30.  Fi sur e 6 

Delete LB/IN2 in tho phrase "Compressive Strength - IM/UT», 

Substitute LBF/lN2. 

Page 2,2,  Figure 8 

Delete LBS/lN2 in the phrase "Tensile stress lbs/in "• 

Substitute LBF/lN2. 

Page 26, Reference 26 

Delete I In prese, to appear in Nag. Concrete Res., 19^9)• 

Substitute Magazine Concrete Researoh, vol. 21 (66), March 1969t PP« 23-30. 
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1.    Introduction 

The demand for new ..t.rial. i. a de»and for »echanical .tr.n«th i» 

engineering construction.    Inorganic building material, like cement, and 

concrete possess adequate compressive  strength but their inherent weakness 

in tension and against impact seldom permit effective utilisation of their 

high compressive strength in structural applications.    This weakness  is 

conventionally overcome by strengthening these matrices with steel and th. 

technology of reinforced concrete, both ordinary and prestressed,   forms an 

important branch of civil and structural engineering today.    A rather 

different type of material is produced when cements and concrete or gypau. 

Plaster are reinforced with a suitable  fibre.    Asbestos-cement product. 

extensively used in the building industry provide an example of this typ. of 

material which is described as a composite material.    Ferro-cement, 

originated by Nervi   (l)  in i9U7,  consisting of layers of fine steel mesh, on. 

'   top of the other and impregnated with cement mortar,  Ì3 another example 

'" • inorganic composite material known to the building technologist,    in« 

"»    t,  familiar example of a true composite material used in building«  i., of 

urse,  glass  fibre reinforced plastics. 

in search for strength in new materials, three separate propertie. are 

-mired:  elastic stiffness, resistance to plastic deformation and re.istanc. 

«•-  fracture.    It is  usually very difficult to achieve all three propertie. in 

'   <• «ame material and much of the present research activity in fibre- 

>•> »nforcement is aimed at solving these probloms.    The principles of fior. 
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reinforcement of «était and plastici are aow fairly wall underatood an« a 

g^r of excellent reviews is now available (2, 3).    Inorganic buildin« 

Materials, however,  do not undergo pronounced plastic deformation like 

•étais;  nor can they be deformed much by elastic  extension as in organic 

polymers without fracturing.     In addition, contrasted with the other two 

types of material these matrices  are highly porous.    Consequently, the 

mechanisms of reinforcement by which the superior mechanical properties of 

fibres  can be exploited to produce strong cement-based composites are not 

very well understood.    Krenchel  (h) has pioneered much of the thinking in this 

area.     The problems  in fibre reinforcement of cements and concrete are very 

similar to those found in the  field of ceramics and these have been pointed 

out recently by Bowen (5),  and by Majumdar and Ryder  (6).    Broadly speaking, 

in view of the very porous nature of the matrix a relatively small  (^ 10 wt*) 

percentage of fibre can be efficiently incorporated in these materials. 

The bond that develops at the  interface is discontinuous  in nature  (7)  and 

its strength (8)  depends rather strongly on porosity.    These factors 

ultimately control the improvement in mechanical properties that can be 

achieved by fibre strengthening of these materials.    In addition,  inorganic 

cement matrices crack at very low extensions and it is very doubtful  if 

very  stiff and/or very strong composites can be prepared with them unless 

their mechanical properties are drastically altered. 

2.    Selection of Fibres 

In order to meet the materials needs of sophisticated industries stich as the 

aero-space industry, whiskere and fibres of very high strength and stiffness 

have been developed.    The latest and perhaps the most important arrival is 

the carbon fibre  (9) which can be produced in continuous  lengths.    Because 

of the very high cost of these  fibrous materials at present, it is unlikely 

that they will find application for reinforcing cements and concrete in the 
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foraeeeble futwre. fro« the point of view of ecomomic wiaMlity three type« 

of fibre« offer promt« of immediate application. These are metal, e.g. «teel 

fibre, polymer, e.g. polypropylene fibre, and glass fibre, and vigorous 

research has been going on in various countries over the last few years 

on the practicability of developing a cement based composite material 

reinforced with these fibres. Following Herví (loc. cit.), Roisualdi (10) 

and co-workers have studied reinforcement of cc icrete by 0.15a« di «éter abort 

steel fibres and have obtained satisfactory composite action. Goldfein (il) 

has published data which show that excellent impact strength can be 

achieved in cement based composites by th- incorporation of organic polymer 

fibres and Shell Chemicals claim to have developed (12) a new product 

'Caricrete' which is concrete reinforced with fibrillated polypropylene. 

Tiie current interest in reinforcement of cements by glass fibras «tarn« 

from the very encouraging results reported by Biryukovich and co-worker« (11) 

for such composites. Resin-bonded glass fibre tendons as a substitute for 

steel wires had previously been considered, among others, by Rubinsky (la). 

Tue work in the USSR over a decade and summarised by Biryukovich et al (13) 

indicated that special cements such as gypsum-aluminous slag-cements and 

high-alumina cements manufactured in the USSR can be successfully 

reinforced by the commercially available low-alkali borosilicate glassfibre« 

such aa the E-glass fibre but the une of Portland Cement, which is much mora 

corrosive, leads to failure of the glass fibre reinforcement. The Russian 

authors suggested that for use with Portland cements (they are by far the 

most important type of cement in construction use) presently available 

glass fibres must be protected by an alkali-resistant coating. Very recently 

(15) commercial success has been claimed for oae type of specially coated 

glass fibre for application in concrete, although durability result* of thi« 

product 'Fycrete' have not yet been published. 



fepcriaaatal romita o*t*i»«4 at the l«il*i«i !»••••*«» futi«* U«> ee*fir» 

the finding, of liryukovich and co-worker.  (13) that Portland ce»nt. and 

lo* alkali borosilicate glass  fibres do not »ake durable composites.    We 

have suggested that for application, with Portland ceaents special glasses 

with    very high degrees of alkali resistance must be developed and one such 

glass  fibre  (6,  l6)  having composition in the 1^0 - SiO? - ZrO,, syste. has 

given promising results.    It has also ueen shown  (IT)  that gypstas-plaster  is 

« very suitable matrix for reinforcement with commercially available fibre, 

(e.g.  I-glas.). 

Properties of 

Table 1. 

of tJM fiar«. ii*n»—é la tài. ar« li.ta* in 
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It mm% »» «tr«»»«* •**• *«•* **«• «il f»i«u «f »i«». »••• ^é» •%»#*••••, 

hi g* str««*th, chemical dmrmeility Ma low coat, asbesto« ^Mrtli pr«*iê« 

excellent material«  for reinforcing cernent »ad concret«.    They «mffer fw« 

ih« very serious drawback that they we mainly available  in very short 

lengths  !< Ta) and u i result the composite« mad« with them h**« poor 

resistance to impact.    A crystalline silicate material with mechaaieal end 

chemical prat>«rtie«  «ini lar to those of the asbestos minerals hut which 

eould be produced  in continuous  lengths and which will not be haisrdous te 

health lilr« asbestos would be,   in the author's  view, a very  suitable «at«rial 

for reiafoieing cèdent and concrete.    A research programme aimed at 

prod oc i a« such a fiere is in progress at the Imilding leeenreh ttetiem. 

3.    TSserstical Comaiaeretiome 

la a flfcraM eammosite aaterial «Her« infinitely loag fibres are align»* 

parallel to the tension axis and uniformly distributed in the aatrix, tent are 

not  in contact with each other and where the  iat«'rfncial bond is continuous 

in character, the value of the Young's modulus of the composite I    is given 

by the lower bound of th« Voigt estiamte  (lB)  when th« values of the Poisson*« 

ratio of fibre and «atri« are identical.    For the cases under consideration, 

i.e. glass  fibre reinforced cements  (gre) and plaster (grg), Poisson1« ratio 

of the fibre is 0.22 and that of the cement paste lies  in the range 

0.20 - 0.30 depending on the water/cement rati} (19).    The mixture law il, 

therefore, applicable for these composite« in the elastic range. This 

relationship states that 

E    -  E V    <   I    V        •    M 
c ff        a    a 

where E and V arc Young's modulus and volume fraction and subscript« f 

and a refer to the fibre and matrix phase« respectively.    Also, in the emme 

of these composites  reinforced with continuous fibres, where th« critical 

fibre volume fraction  is extremely small   (due to the very  low  (0.02 - 0.06 

per  cent)  brw*Juruj  strum  of the aatrixi   and  where  there   is  virtually  no  plastic 
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flow ia ta* Mim itaalf, UM UMIU »tra«** in taa éirmtímm »f taa 

fiara aUgwiiH  it fifw ly tk* axpraaaiaa 

% • Vf * v« f*> 
mi«  relationship  ls «paHeaèla f», aaa*átiaa» mt ^mi alaati«  (lf%íi ^ 

fibre* «A4 «atri«. 

Ptraiichal  (*) baa aaaa* taat ia «a» a*a* af M^Mí«M ïaora fiar« 

oriantatia» i« naioa aa*7ar ««• rai afate aaaa * ia affactad by 

4 i «contini*»««  fibr«s,  aathaamtical  »ipriinow  e,r«n  in aquatica  1 aad f 

for aechanical  strength  of coapoaitaa   Ha*, to  ha aodified  aa« ha  haa *«*ifVi 

aui tabla   * affici «My   factors'   for ilffarant  fiara orientation*   in tHa 

foaaoaita and  introduca*! a  langt h efficiency   factor   in a aaAMr   «lailar 

to  that giran by  Kall,   (20).     Nanaa and Taaiatf   ( ?1 )   haW  r9ty  raceatly 

suaamriaed  tha currant   vieva  on th»  arofcahle and««  of  fai Iura   if gre  aa* 

hare   listed analytical   «*preasiopa   for  roaputirtg «•«Hasirai   propartiea «f 

these mataríais.     Th«  usefulness  of ta «a* caJeulati©aa baa ala« 

áiscuased  by th« present  author «Uavhara  (I). 

k.     Fabrication aathoda 

Tha rola of a suitable «ethod ©f f«eri cati©a i« criUeal ia taa 

of coapoeit« Batánala  aa  thair aachaaieal pr opart ia. daaead wry ave h e* 

it.     Aa  far aa gre  and grg producta ara concerned,   fabrication »at h od a  «Mad 

ta  tha reinforced alaatica  (grpì   ind .atry ara both coaaaaiaat and practical 

wheraaa  tha acthods  uaad   in   tha aahaetoe-eeaant   induatry ara  ìaaa  afficiaat 

at   m  thia  casa  tha  fibre«   tend to  ball   up during thr   anting operatioaa. 

Although   in th« development   of sui tabi«  thcor:ca   for   fibra  reír forced  cea»«t- 

based coapoeitee   it  is  nacaaaary to concentrate  on  uniaxial   reinforcenwat 

hy   continuous   fibres,   froa tha practical   point   of view of appi.:atioa   ia taa 

building industry   it   i«   important  to coaaidar  random distri but loa of fibraa 

*»   wall,     in  this   reapact,  tha amnufacturing arthod«  d«-r«lopad by  tha 
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technologists  in tme UB8P. »teieh arc éeeerifeed fall/ by fciryufcovich et «1 (13) 

hmv» mmem wry sueceesful.    Broadly speaking, conventional grp technique« 

•uch MI contact moulding, chopped strand «pray-up or filament winding can be 

uaed with mino- modification« necessary to take into account the particular 

physical proparti«« of the cement paste.    "A« selection of a particular 

method dependa on con« i derati one of coat,  type and quality of the product and 

th« autant of automation envisaged.     Uhiaxially reinforced flat sheets of gre 

and grg material»  can be produced by splitting the cylinder«  formed  (by 

filament winding technique) on the winding drum»  in the green state or 

alternatively they can be bent, also  in the green state,  to  fabricate 

corrugated sheets or oth««r shaped product«.    Chopped glass  fibre  sträng« and 

cements or plaster can be prefixed before »ouiding or spray-up i nata, faeries 

or glaaa  fibre roving« can be impregnated with cernant amata »afora they ar« 

t>roce«««4 ay a particular method of mmmufmctur«. 

neaamrch at the »uilaing haeaarcH Stati«* (U, IT) ma* eaatvm thmt fa» 

fabricating grg and pre comeo« i te« it i« »est te ave a high vater-eiamer »ati© 

ao that the slurry can be readily worked.    Some method ha«  to be devised whan 

for removing the excess vate».     Suction,  pressing and centri fuging are all 

possible methods and the first two technique« have been »ucce«s fully employed. 

In th«  spray-suction method developed at the Station (22) a combined «pray 

of emment or pia«ter «lurry and chopped roving« u i to ^0 ma length i« 

dijtributed over the surface of a perforated metal mould lined with high 

wet-strength paper.    The glass  fibre chopper  is mounted on a spray gun which 

i« attached to the pump transport in*   the slurry.    The mould  ha« adjustable screed 

boards all  round so that sheets of vari ou« thickness can be  fabricated.    The 

material  is usually «prayed until a thickness of 10 -  15 am  i«  reached and the 

top aurface  is then levelled off with a straight edge.    The excess water  is 

then extracted by the application of suction of 0.07 - O.Oi 17am*   for  five 

minutes.     lamediateiy  after  suction   the  sneet   i«  d«nould»d   and  stored  under 
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«orrnl laboratory eoMiti....    <*c panel, are cow#d ^ . ^^ ^ 

fbr ite fi»t few day..    Th. fibr./bind.r mio can be changed by controlling 

the n«b.r of strand, chopped in a given ti».    It i. el.o pcibl, to 

•It« th. l.n«th of the chopped fibr. by varying the nt-b€r of cutUng 

blades ia the chopper drum. 

Th. conceit, «urial „^««4 ^ ^ .j^^. Wchai««. appear, to 

hare a .truetur. in which the fibre, are rand«dy di.tributed in a plane. 

The «thud i. quite rapid; a ] .5 x 1 a x 10 mm panel taking about .even minuto. 

«nd th« technique will   lend  itself to automation easily.     The esBential 

feature, of the process  can be .een in the photograph marked a. rig.  1. 

The process  Í. also quite versatile and is  lifted only by the feasibility 

of providing a suitable mould  for the article to be «ad«.     Pump., chopper, 

etc. are standard équipant available commercially. Using grg material it 

he. been possible to manufacture full-scale prototype, of structural partition, 

floor and ceiling units,  fire check doors and door frases etc.    Some of 

the   .t«. «ade in grg are shown  in the photographs designated as Pig.  2. 

Th. Rue.iaa author,  (n) have also listed several component, which they 

fabricated using gla.«  fibre, and a special cement. 

Composite board, have also be« .ade on th. Station», concrete pro. by 

•preying plaster or co»oct .lurry and chopped roving on to th. paper liniag 

of the perforated bed of the pr... and th.r .ejecting th. mi* to a pr—ur. 

of 2.6 t/m   to sgue.se out th« excess water.    This technique provide, acre 

•fficiomt ¿«watering and produce, better compaction of th. compo.ite, but 

the pre.,  i. mX9mmiT9 and only flat sheets can be produced in this way. 

in thx. method of manufactur. it  is also po..ibl. to uee chopped .trand eat., 

•1-cLlly wove, fabrxcs.  .urfac. tissue etc. a. th. renforcement.    They ca» 

«»  umnrmjMUi is the c«m»t .lurry prior to pr-.ing.    It .hould b. emphasised 
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that M» utiliiation of the reinforcing effect of fibres randomly distributed 

is considerably lower than with unidirectionally arranged fibres.    Random 

arrangements of short  fibres  in the matrix produce an isotropic material when 

fabricated as  thin sheets and they have the great advantage  in practical 

applications  in that the fabrication technique is  simple and therefore less 

costly.    On the other hand a linear distribution possibly permits a greater 

volume fraction of the fibre phase to be incorporated.    The orderly 

arrangement  facilitates the packing process.    When high structural strength 

is desired in a speaific direction in a structure,  uniaxially aligned glass 

fibre strands can be used to provide this directional reinforcement, and this 

can be done in conjunction with a homogenous gre matrix also. 

Although it i» felt now that the main application of glass fibre lies in gre 

producta which could have applications similar to asbestos cement, attempts 

are being made in several countries  (12, 15) to study the feasibility of 

incorporating these fibres in structural concrete.     The main problem here seems 

to centre on the difficulty in dispersing the fibre uniformly in concrete using 

existing concrete mixing techniques.    Fibres tend to knit into balls when 

mixed in the usual concrete or mortar mixers.    Thus  it is normally found that 

2 per cent by volume  is  seldom exceeded on account of this tendency.    It is 

also feared that coarse aggregates would damage brittle glass  fibres by 

mechanical attrition during the mixing process  so that their tensile strength 

would be greatly reduced.    It has siso been found that concretes with small 

diameter fibres dispersed in them require a considerably higher overall 

water content to give the same workability as concretes without any fibres. 

This  factor also reduces the strength of the concrete.    In conventional 

concretes,  incorporation of chopped short fibres  in a random way to the 

extent of 2 - U per cent by volume does not lead to any signi ficant 

improvement in the tensile strength properties.    The impact strength and 
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shattering resistance are, however, improved as conpared with plain concrete. 

It is felt that for improving the structural strength of concrete by glass 

fibre reinforcement it would be necessary to design a new type of concrete 

mixer which will take into account the specific requirements of the fibre 

dispersion process so that greater volume fractions of fibres can be 

incorporated in concrete. 
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5«    Testing of gre and grg composite materials 

•early all countries in the world have their own Standards Institutions which 

provide  standards and define codes of practice for materials to be used in 

buildings.    Such standards and codes of practice are available for cementi!, 

plaster,  concrete and in countries where asbestos is used in large quantities 

for asbestos-cement products.    A discussion of these various  standards and 

codes of practice is not necessary here as this  information is  readily- 

available  from respective Standards  Institutions  in these countries.    For 

composite materials based on cements or plaster and reinforced by glass 

fibres no similar standards or codes of practice have been formulated yet 

since these materials are very new and have yet to pass the research and 

development stage.    It  is  hoped that appropriate actions will be taken by 

responsible Government bodies when these materials have proved themselves 

in trial semi-industrial applications in terms of strength and durability. 

Among the composite materials in use today in the building industry glass 

fibre reinforced plastics and asbestos-cement products are by far the most 

important.    A detailed account of the various tests that are required 

to establish the properties  of grp has been given by Prosen  (23).    Both 

destructive and non-destructive testing methods have been considered and the 

importance of testing judgement and the analysis of data have been duly 

stressed.    Methods of standardining the strength of asbestos-cement products 

have also been described.   (?U). 

At the research and development stage, a new material need not be examined 

so critically and only the more important properties of the material need 

be determined and assessed relative to a standard material which is similar 

to the material being developed.    For both grg and gre composites research 
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at the Building Research Station has followed this approach and perforce 

of the cousit, serial has been evaluated by comparing the results obtained 

with them, with those of the unenforced Serial.    For gre composites, 

asbestos-cement sheets have served as a convenient standard.    If the specimen 

size,  testing condition, etc. are kept the same for both the standards and 

the new composite materials, it is possible to obtain quantitative data on 

the properties of the materials being studied. 

Among the tests carrisd out routinely at the station on glass fibre 

reinforced inorganic building materials, measurements of mechanical strength, 

Physical properties such as density and an assessment of the chemical 

durability of the composites are the more  important ones.    For cement based 

materials durability is perhaps the most  important consideration.    Test 

specimens of such materials are stored in air and under water in constant 

temperature and humidity conditions and tested at specified ages up to two to 

three years.    These specimens are also subjected to natural weathering in 

the Station's exposure site so that effects of cyclic wetting and drying 

and/or freezing and thawing can be studied.    There are,  at present, no 

standards  for an accelerated test for durability of concrete.    In order to 

gain some knowledge of the chemical compatibility of the fibres and cements, 

uncoated single filaments of glass are exposed to chemical attacks by the 

aqueous phase of the Portland Cedent slurry at 80°C and the tensile strength 

of the corroded fibres  is measured (25) as a function of time.    Details of 

these tests have already been given (l6).    Specimens of the composite 

material made from cements are also kept in a laboratory oven at 50°C and 

their strength measured at specified ages.     These results provide some 

estimate of the accelerated attack on the glass  fibre by the cement slurry 

and may be correlated with the long-term durability of these materials. 
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Mechanical strength testing include» determination of elastic properties, 

flexura!, tensile and compressive strength of these materials and measurement 

of their resistance  to  failure by impact.    Test  specimens are sampled in a 

random way and effects of experimental variables are  studied  by a factorial 

analysis of variance.     Details of these  testing scheduler,  specimen sizes etc. 

have been recently  described by Ali and Grimer   (17)   for grg material.    With 

these materials some  tests on their creep and  fatigue properties have al.io 

been carried out.     The test procedures are exactly the same in the cape of 

gre materials but  in  this case a long-term testing programme is absolutely 

essential for assessment of the durability of these products.    All 

mechanical testing ha3 been done on a universal testing machine such as the 

Tnstron which is provided with many ancillary equipments necessary for 

specific tests.    For impact tests a specially designed Izod-type machine (17) 

has been used. 

Glass fibre reinforced gypsum plaster panels have also been subjected to fir« 

tests in a box furnace the temperature of which was raised at a rate 

conforming to British Standard kl6. 
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6.    Properties of grg and ^rc composites 

GRG componites 

hydrate gypsu» plaster  (Caso,.* H^O)  ia commercially available in tvo 

«edifications - plaster of Paris or the  8-hemihydr,te and  the a-he,ihydrate 

which  i, produced by an autoclavi, fi process aad which producen  a workable 

mix at a lover water content.     In a recent program  carried out at the 

nation both   fcrms of plaster have be, n used and since the a-form i* m0re 

expensive some experiments   used a 50:50 mixture of a and ß-forms.     A plaster 

slurry made with either « or ß hemihydrate does  not.  attack glass   fibres 

chemically.    Commercially available gian«  fibres   (E or A-type) can 

therefore be tosed for strengthening the plaster mix. 

Much of the data on the physical and mechanical properties of the grg material 

collected in this laboratory over the last  two years  nas already been 

published (7.6,  17).    Results obtained by Ali and Grimer (17) with grg 

materials produced by the spray-su.tion technique ar, depicted in Figures 

3 to 7.     Thee- result,  show that  fcr composites made i„ this manner where 

the  fibres are distributed randomly in a plane parallel  to the face of the 

mould,  both tensile and bending strength,,   reach maximum values  at certain 

fibre volume percent additions and  taen fall off.     In contrast,  the 

compressive strength decreases even when a small amount of fibre has been 

added.    According to Ali  and Grimer this  is due to increase in the ,-oro.it, 

of the, material.    The density of the material also passes through a 

maximum with increasing fibre percentage.    The impact strength, on the 

other hand shows a linear improvement with fibre addition as seen in 

Fig.  G.     The increase in impact strength was  twenty to   thirty times  the 

plain plaster strength  for a glass  content of 10-1P per cent.    This 

improvement is due to the crack-arresting mechanism«  (5)  induced in the 

composite by fibre incorporation. 
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Composite! which vere fabricated from a pre-mix*d slurry by pressing c**e 

strengths which were inferior to those -uado by the spray-suction technique. 

Since in this  case the distribution of the fibre i* supposedly three-dimensionia 

random,  these low strength value3 are to be expected.    The effects of fibre 

length and compaction pressure on composite properties were detenni nsd with 

these  samples  and soiie of the results are listed in Table  2.    There is  some 

indication that longer fibr<; lengths produce  stronger and less brittle 

composites.    Therme properties  appear to be less sensitive to 3iaall changes 

in compaction pressure. 

TABLE ?    PROPERTIES OF grg C0MPO8ITE AS AFFECTED 3Y FIARE LPtGTH AMD 

COMPACTION PRESSURE 

Fibre %      Fibre length 

(by wt) (mm) 

Flexura! Strength 

K/aa2 

Xapact. Strength 

(Wmm2) 

6.1; 

6.2 

6.k 

6.2 

11 

22 

3* 

Compaction pressure (H/M» )    Compaction pressure (N/nm > 

0.7 2.0 5.0 

28 27 27 

2T 31 31 

?T 26 28 

32 3? 3»» 

0.7 ?.o 5.0 

18.5 16 16 

20 19.5 18 

20 20 19 

22 2U 19 

The stress-strain behaviour of grg composite« in tension is illustrated in 

Fig.  8 at two glass  levels.    Both composites were made by the spray-suction 
2 

method.    Assuming a tensile strength of the order of 3 N/mm   for the 

'inreinforced material, the improvement, in the tensile strengtli at the elastic 

limit caused by fibre addition  i3 modest whereas the ultimate strength is 

approximately four times at the higher fibre volume fraction.    Fig. 8 also 
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show. that mn with 1W per cent of fibre edition, grg c^o.itea ^ 

Hice a qua«iPlastic Serial. It is, therefor,, ^sible to increase the 

working stress  lev.l without any danger of sudden disastrous  failure. 

A preliminary  fire   test carried out  in accordance with BS 1»76 on a 7 mm 

thick grg panel  has  sh.-wn that up to about one hour there is no penetration 

of the   flame when one face of the panel  is exposed to a temperature of 

900-iroo°C.    Thi. performanc, compare.  very favourably with thai of a normal 

10 nm thick paperfacd plasterboard which collapses in this test in 15 

mi nutes. 

The properties of grg suggest that i„ selecting component, for development it 

i« better to consider it as a fire-resistant alternative to timber than a. a 

substitute for reinforced concrete.  Tne  ten.il« strength is about quarter 

that of timber along the grain but four times  that of timber across the grain. 

'-He two materials are comparable  in impact strength whilst the modulus of 

elasticity of grg is  about 1.5 times that of timber.  Some of the components 

made with grg material can be seen in the photograph  in Fig.  2.  T*e strength 

and rigidity of a double-skinned floor unit measuring 3.9 m x 1 m x 130 mm and 

having approximately 1% by wt. of glass   fibre are illustrated by the 

load-deflection curves  in Fig. 9.    Panel  1 was  tested to destruction under 

uniformly distributed loading on a span of 3.7 ..    The unit deformed 

elastically up to a load of 7.6 O/m2 and showed a mid-span deflection of 

12 mm.    Deflection at  the  failure load of 16.2 O/m2 was 150 mm and the 

collapse of the  unit was gx adual rather than sudden.    Panel 2 was subjected 

to four non-destructive static loading tests under l/3rd point loading,    «me 

first and second static loading were carried out before any repeated loading 

cycles were introduced.    The third and fourth static loading were carried out 

after the panel  had been subjected to 0.5 mxllion cycles of 1.3 to 1.6 metric 

tons of equivalent uniformly distributed load.  lio appreciable permanent 

deformation was  noticed after this dynamic  loading test. 
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The strength Md fatigue characteristics of the floor mai ta 

suitable for use in two-storey buildings. 

GRC Composites 

In the case of glass fibre reinforced composites based on silicate or 

aluminate cements, the most comprehensive study reported so far was carrit« 

out   in the USSR by Biryukovich and co-workers  (13).    However,  the cement 

for which a wealth of information is now available as a result of these 

studies  is a special cement made from an aluminous blast  furnace slag to 

which  30 per cent of gypsum is  added.    There has also been a suggestion in 

these Russian reports  that high-alumina cements and borosilicate glass fibre« 

also give durable composites. 

Results with high-alumina cements of British origin are not as encouraging as 

once thought  (l6).    Grimer and Ali  (26) have studied these composites over 

a long period of time and some of their results are given in Figs. 10 and 11. 

Details of the properties  of the cement and the fibre and the method of 

fabricating the composites can be found in the paper by Grimer and Ali. 

Similar data for the Russian cements have been given by Biryukovich et al.   (13) 

From the relationships  of strengths versus age for various glass contents 

(Fig.  10)  it is evident  that these composites reach their maximum strength 

at a certain age depending on the fibre volume fraction present as 

reinforcement.    Although  the maxima in these graphs show quite clearly that 

successful composite action can be achieved between high-alumina cement and 

E-glass  fibre, the substantial drop  in strength over long periods of time 

does  not make this material suitable  for use  in building.     Assuming a 

2 r 

bending strength of 25-30 N/mm    for superiori grade asbestos  cement sheets,  it 

is  quite clear that similar strengths  can be ensured easily for gre with 

5-7 per cent by wt.  of  fibre addition  in  short-t^rm applications and the 
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product Mr ml»o be economically wi«ble. lut for lo«g-t.r. application, 

durability of the high-alu«in« ce-ent baaed co.po.ites «u.t be iaprw«. 

Such « study  is  in progrt.. at  the  Building Heietrch Station. 

The i»pact strength of gre cowposites compares  very  favourably with th*t 

of asbestos  ce»ent  (typically,   2 IfW) although  the i»prove««nt du« to 

fibre addition  is  not as »arked   in  the case of gre as  it  1.  in the cm of 

grg.  The variation of iepact strength of high-alumna cedent composite« vit h 

age is  shown  in Fig.  11 for several  glass level«,   A^,,, a pr0|rMllvc 

deterioration  in  the performance of this »ateríal   has been recorded.   Uà« 

the bending strength, the aaxiaa   in the strength versus age plot» BOT« 

progressively to  later ages with   increasing glass  content. 

With other type« of caveats, e.g.  ordinary Portia»« c 

cewsnts both of British origin gre products Ma« with ft-flass fibre, h«ve 

properties  similar  in character  to those illustrated by Pig.  10 and  11.     It 

sees» that at  the present aoaent  there is not available any co»«erciaHy 

manufactured glass   fibre which will  give durable gre  products. This   is 

essentially due to chemical corro«ion suffered by  the glass.     [B several 

laboratories work  is  in progress  wtnch is aiaing at  producing »ore 

alkali-resistant fibres either by «Itaration in glass composition *r by 

coating then with a suitable a»t«rial er by both. 
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However,  if one takes a very long-term view, one has to accept that these 

rural regions of the developing countries will also be semi-industrialised one 

day and one has to submit to the  suggestions that composite materials based 

on cements will  find wide applications then.    In view of its  extremely low 

cost of production and in spite of the very high capital  investments 

involved, manifold increase in cement production should be the top priority 

wherever availability of raw materials allow installation of such plants. 

The same applies to production of household bricks. 

Cosqpared to their needs, cement is in short supply in most dawvloping 

countries and serious efforts should be made to stop wastage of this material. 

Wherever possible, cements  should be diluted with pozzolanic  materials 

such as  perverised  fuel ash, sintered clay and even addition of special types 

of soil  to cement for structural use may be practical. This  diluted type of 

cement would be a suitable material to replace mud-plaster with and it can be 

conveniently reinforced by suitable fibres.    Reinforcement by steel wire, 

asbestos-type  fibres, alkali-resistant glass  fibres or strengthening by strong 

vegetable fibres  such as manila hemp or sisal can then be considered. 

However,  even the medium-term durability of agricultural  fibres  in cements  is 

suspect, and research along these lines  should be carried out  in these 

countries  in depth. Also,  the relative cost of installing sophisticated 

fibre industries such as glass fibres or polypropylene fibres  should be 

assessed vis a vis that of reinforced concrete. 

form of fibre reinforcement may also be used advantageously in the 

precast concrete industry. With industrialisation, many developing countries 

will turn to these products on an increasing scale and their use in semi-rural 
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industrial tovnships  is easily foreseeable.  It i. v.U-taOTn th.t the 

»reaxage rate of preoaat concrete mlu i3  fa.riy high evK] ia technoioeicaii¡_ 

developed countries and see fon, of handling reinforcenent is being 

seriously considered.In developing countries, t,is »ill be all the ^ 

important since transportation is „re difficult  in these area,,  and vor*, 

through-put is „ore ¡»portant í& „ateríais cost. In this respect. 

Potentialities of local vegetable fibres such as sisal or even coconut fib«. 

should be explored. 

«- di.cu..io„ i» this section »a. centred on gre rather than grg product, 

for the obvious reason that the former is considered to be „or, applichi, 

for developing countries,    „„„ever,  if gypsum plaster is available and can 

be used in indoor applications, current research at the Station has a*ply 

demonstrated the feasibility of fabricating load-bearing consents with 

Plaster after strengthening it vith glass fibre.In arid regions grg may 

»11 be suitable for external applications.  Fibrous plaster reinforced with 

sisal „r flax is extensively used in Australia and »e» Zealand (30)  and 

*rg products can be designed to provide a »hole rang, of building coupon.,*.. 

The prospects of wide-spread use of both ^^ -«^ 
e eaa use or both gre and grg products in pre-fabricated 

buildings seem very bright. 

». fabrication techniau« to b. «. „ th. ^^^ of grQ or ^ 

coxites „. f.irlï tima „, >houl4 mt ^ ^ speciii prowe_ íOT 

the more technologically advanced countries lix. India and Pakistan,  certainly 

not in urban —.Th. experience in Austria and »,» Zealand »ith  -fibrous 

Planter- has sho»n th.t manufacture of building components »ith gre and grg 

trials can be profitably organised as cottage industries. Both se.i-.WUed 

and „nsRilLd labour can be utilised in these industries in „ efficient »ay. 

Since most developing countries have large reserves of unemployed or 
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underenployed labour and where labour costs are still very low when compared 

to materials or capital outlay this aspect of the composite industry  should 

also prove attractive to policy makers and industrialists  in these countries. 
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